
FIRST GRADE ELA KNOWLEDGE-BASED UNITS

Theme Unit #8: Historical Figures Suggested Duration 3 weeks

GSE Standards

Priority Standards

ELAGSE1RI2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.

ELAGSE1RI3 Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.

ELAGSE1RI4 Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.

ELAGSE1RI5 Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of content, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text.

ELAGSE1RI6 Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text.

ELAGSE1W2 Write informative/ explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
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Essential Questions

Factual—

Where and when did the topic figure live?

What led the topic figures to take the actions they did?

What happened as a result of their actions?

Inferential—

How did other people’s perceptions and actions affect the
topic figure?

What allowed the topic figure to overcome whatever setbacks
they encountered?

Critical Thinking-

How would the topic figure’s life have been different if they
were born in another place or time?

What are other ways they could have responded and how
would the outcomes have been different?

Tier I Words (conversational) Tier II Words (transdisciplinary) Tier III Words (content-specific)

then, now, leader, write contribute, invent, founding, draft, declaration,
research

statesman, almanac, president, botanist

Science of Reading Strategies

Berger Framework for Comprehension: Template

Berger Framework with Iinstructional Notes

Oral Language Strategy

Provide students with sentence stems from Tool 2 Oral
Language strategies related to the content for partner and
whole group discussions. Example include:

___ had to ___ because___.

We have ___ because ___ was able to ___.

Vocabulary Strategy

Refer to the Top Ten Tools materials for Tool 5 Vocabulary
to guide students to create a Frayer Model (pp. 13-15) for
new vocabulary that is key to understanding the main idea
of a text.

Assessments

Formative Assessment(s):

Description: Expanding Vocabulary

1. After reading the first book in this unit, have them categorize important vocabulary into domains including those shown below.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vcrKR719laEh0VKevGyLkEMFbBQn_yzcFcbPPgIq3Jc/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16pbm6daCM7lGluAoRngQpfffu0lk-u1ffPOQSFhGigk/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.valentinaesl.com/blog/sentence-stems-or-sentence-frames
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wTLkfAzFq5sXMOOb-VxOXEHI6yZzQTVf/view?usp=sharing


Time
Example: years, ago

Identity
Example: men, American

Occupation
Example: botanist, president

2. For each subsequent book, challenge students to first come up with sentences retelling the most recent book using vocabulary gathered from previous readings.
3. After creating their sentences, students should add vocabulary from the most recent book to their chart.

Standards:
ELAGSE1RI2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
ELAGSE1RI3 Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
ELAGSE1RI4 Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.

Summative Assessment(s):

Description: ReadWorks “Thomas Jefferson”

1. Provide students with a copy of the passage and read the text aloud.
2. In small groups or one-on-one, read the questions to students for them to answer. Differentiate support by having students use approximate spelling or dictation of the

constructed response questions.

Standards:
ELAGSE1RI2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
ELAGSE1RI3 Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
ELAGSE1RI4 Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.

Writing Task and Rubric:

Description: Profile of Perseverance

1. Have students select another figure from this unit and create a Bubble Map similar to the one in the Berger Framework for A Picture Book of Thomas Alba Edison. The specific
bubbles may vary but should include time period, occupation, contributions.

2. Students should use their completed chart to draft an informational essay explaining the setbacks that the figure they chose encountered and how they responded to them.
Provide students with the Information Writing Checklist while working and score their final products using the Information Writing Rubric.

Standards:
ELAGSE1W2 Write informative/ explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.
ELAGSE1RI2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
ELAGSE1RI3 Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-aWfzGZKSS-nlwnOYxRM-K8erAOYf8IR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VFpsEY9JJFx9_4S8t-RoEfngUCaBcLac/view?usp=sharing


Objective or Content Learning Experiences Differentiation Considerations

Building Background Knowledge Through
The Berger Framework

Berger Framework: Thomas Alba Edison

Standards Based Text Activities - tasks should
require metacognitive strategies.  Process of
thinking and building knowledge is visible in
learning.

1. Create small groups by having students decide which historical figure from this unit
had the biggest impact on their own lives.

2. Have like-minded groups confer to share the reasons behind their opinion.
3. Use Accountable Talk Stems to have groups share their opinions and try to convince

members of another group to change their mind.

Performance Task - students should use both
written and verbal expression to complete
the task.

Have students select one of the historical figures from this unit to compare and contrast with
their own life. Categories for comparison could include

Food Clothing Homes Transportation Communication Recreati
on

Then

Now

Recommended High Quality Complex Text By Lexile Band

I am Benjamin Franklin (District provided)
A Picture Book of Thomas Alva Edison (District provided)
Sacagawea (District provided from transdisciplinary unit)
George Washington
A Picture Book of Thomas Jefferson
George Washington Carver
Theodore Roosevelt
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1C-UTtn3y4uSzm0nkYIXvzc-lv7icShbhUr_CMwur2tY/edit?usp=sharing
https://educationtothecore.com/2017/04/using-accountable-talk/
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